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Lightweight Camera Mount Tripod
Stand With Bag - 16.5 - 50 Inches
Weishow

$15.99

Quantity

1

ADD TO CART

More payment options

 SHARE  TWEET  PIN IT

LIGHTWEIGHT CAMERA MOUNT TRIPOD STAND WITH
BAG - 16.5 -  50 INCHES

Adjustable-height tripod made of lightweight aluminum; weighs just over a pound

3-way head allows for tilt and swivel motion; portrait or landscape options

Quick-release plate helps ensure fast transitions between shots

3-section, lever-lock legs for easy height adjustments; zippered storage bag included

Measures 16.5 inches (collapsed); extends up to 50 inches

Not recommended for use with heavy, high-end DSLR cameras (total equipment weight

should not exceed 4.4 pounds)
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

50-Inch Lightweight Tripod with Bag 

Capture vivid, professional-style photographs with help from this 50-inch lightweight tripod. The

adjustable-height tripod makes it easy to achieve reliable stability and score just the right angle

when going after that award-winning shot. A fun and useful camera accessory for both novice and

professional photographers alike, the handy tripod accommodates a wide range of digital, video,

and still cameras and comes loaded with user-friendly features. 

Details 

Suitable for digital, video, or still cameras 

Extends up to 50 inches high 

Lightweight aluminum; weighs just over a pound 

Quick-release plate 

3-section, lever-lock legs for easy height adjustments 

Zippered bag included 

3-Way Head 

The tripod's three-way head allows for ultimate versatility. Easily change the orientation of the

camera from portrait to landscape--and almost any angle in between with the handy tilt motion.

Turn the knobs to secure. The tripod also allows for full panoramic possibilities with its 360-degree

swivel function. 

Quick-Release Plate 

The tripod's quick-release mounting plate makes it easy to remove your camera from the tripod,

helping to ensure fast transitions between shots and for quickly moving from location to location. 

3-Section, Lever-Lock Legs 

Uneven terrain? Need to frame the shot just so? The tripod effortlessly accommodates custom set-

ups thanks to its lever-lock legs, each with three extendable sections. The leg height can be

individually adjusted as needed or all three legs can be raised to the full height of 50 inches. Levers

securely lock the legs into place and release smoothly for easy gliding to the desired height. For

added convenience, an extendable gearless center post promotes easy movement and adjustment,

and rubber feet help ensure stability on different surfaces.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Product Dimensions 16.73 x 3.15 x 3.15 inches

Item Weight 1.25 pounds
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